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Robert W. Thurston 1998-11-10 Examining

paints a broad picture of Russian life in the

Stalin's reign of terror, this text argues that the

1930s, the harshest years of Stalin's reign. From

Soviet people were not simply victims but also

ordinary citizens far removed from political turmoil

actors in the violence, criticisms and local

to those actively engaged in political life, Intimacy

decisions of the 1930s. It suggests that more

and Terror brings us the true-life counterparts we

believed in Stalin's quest to eliminate internal

remember from classic Russian fiction.

enemies than were frightened by it.

The Stalin Phenomenon Giuseppe Boffa 1992

Intimacy and Terror Natalia Korenevskaya

Lenin as a Marxist Nikolaĭ Bukharin 1925

2011-07-21 The result of a unique international

Foundations of a Planned Economy, 1926-1929

collaborative investigation by Russian, French,

Edward Hallett Carr 1971

and Swiss scholars into hundreds of private,

The Best Sons of the Fatherland Lynne Viola

unpublished diaries found in remote libraries,

1989-03-02 In this ground-breaking study Lynne

archives, and family holdings, Intimacy and Terror

Viola--the first Western scholar to gain access to
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the Soviet state archives on collectivization--

vision to offer a new understanding of the

brilliantly examines a lost chapter in the history of

workings, times, and cadres of Stalin's revolution.

the Stalin revolution. Looking in detail at the

From Weimar to Auschwitz Hans Mommsen 1991

backgrounds, motivations, and mentalities of the

In this book Hans Mommsen analyzes perhaps

25,000ers, Viola embarks on the first Western

the most appalling political journey of the

investigation of the everyday activities of Stalin's

twentieth century--the road traversed by the

rank-and-file shock troops, the "leading cadres" of

German people as the Weimar Republic

socialist construction. In the process, Viola sheds

collapsed and Nazism emerged. Mommsen is one

new light on how the state mobilized working-

of the foremost political historians writing today,

class support for collectivization and reveals that,

and these are some of his finest essays.

contrary to popular belief, the 25,000ers went into

Examining the problem of how the relatively

the countryside as willing recruits. This unique

hopeful beginnings of a German democracy in

social history uses an "on the scene" line of

1918 and 1919 ended finally in catastrophe, the
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pieces here confront major questions of human

Mommsen begins with the decline of the

history: the viability of democracy, the nature of

Brgertum and goes on to discuss such topics as

politics, and the origins of genocide. The name

generational conflict and "class war" in the

"Auschwitz," writes Mommsen, "symbolizes the

Weimar Republic, the SPD, Heinrich Brning's still

almost inconceivable crimes committed by the

controversial role as German Chancellor, and the

Nazi regime against the European Jews. But it

place of Hitler in the Nazi system. Also of great

also represents the `destruction of politics' which

interest are the essays on German resistance to

occurred under Nazism; the process by which the

Hitler, Mommsen being a pioneer in research on

existing system of balancing divergent societal

this subject. The book ends with an essay on

interests, however imperfect," was replaced by a

Hannah Arendt and the Eichmann trial.

"rampage of ruthless violence, unparalleled

Throughout the work Mommsen suggests links

brutality and the destruction of large areas of

between the crisis of the 1930s and political

Europe." To locate the roots of the tragedy,

practices in contemporary Germany. From
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Weimar to Auschwitz will become a standard

volume some of the world's foremost scholars of

reference on the rise of Nazism and its

the subject, in a concerted group inquiry, present

implications for current developments in Europe.

their interpretations of Stalinism and its influence

Stalinism Robert C. Tucker 2017-07-05 In the

on all areas of comparative Communist studies

years since Stalin's death, his profound influence

from history and politics to economics, sociology,

upon the historical development of Communism

and literary scholarship. The studies contained in

has remained elusive and in need of

this volume are an outgrowth of a conference on

interpretation. Stalinism, as his system has

Stalinism held in Bellagio, Italy, sponsored by the

become known, is a phenomenon which

American Council of Learned Societies.In his

embraced all facets of political and social life.

major contribution to this book, Leszek

While its effect upon the Soviet Union and other

Kolakowski calls Stalinism "a unified state

nations today is far less than it was while Stalin

organism facing atom-like individuals." This

lived, it is by no means dead.In this landmark

extraordinary volume, augmented by a revealing
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new introduction by the editor, Robert C. Tucker,

Lewin, Robert H. McNeal, Mihailo Markovic, Roy

can be seen as amplifying that remark nearly a

A. Medvedev, T. H. Rigby, Robert Sharlet, and H.

half century after the death of Joseph Stalin

Gordon Skilling. Robert C. Tucker's principle work

himself.Contributors to this work are: Wlodzimierz

on Stalin has been described by George F.

Brus, Katerina Clark, Stephen F. Cohen,

Kennan as "the most significant single

Alexander Erlich, Leszek Kolakowski, Moshe

contribution made to date, anywhere, to the
history of Soviet power."
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